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ABSTRACT

Murdiawan, R. R. (2023) The Ecranisation of The Chronicles of Narnia: The
Lion, The Witch, and The Wardrobe. Undergraduate Thesis. English
Literature Department, Faculty of Humanities, Universitas Islam Negeri
Maulana Malik Ibrahim Malang. Advisor Whida Rositama, M.Hum.

Key word: Ecranisation, Novel, Film, Narrative Structure

Many films adapted from a novel experience several changes in form. We can
see this phenomenon in the film The Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, The Witch,
and The Wardrobe with the novel of the same title. This study aims to analyze the
reductions, additions and variations that occur between the novel and the film.
Besides using the ecranization theory from Pamusuk Eneste, the researcher will
use the narrative structure theory from Seymour Chatman to assist researchers in
analyzing narrative structures in novels and films. This study uses the method of
literary criticism. The results obtained after analyzing are as follows. In the
reduction section, data is found in each part of the narrative structure. One
example of a reduction in the plot, Peter helping Mr. Beaver for catching fish.
Then, as an example of reduction in the characters, Ivy, Margaret, and Betty are
not found in the film. Next is the reduction in the setting, the fish pond owned by
Mr. Beaver. In the addition section, data is found in each part of the narrative
structure. One such example of addition to the plot, the farewell between Mrs.
Pevensie with her children at the station. Furthermore, the addition to the
character, Oreius is a new character added to the film. Then added to the setting,
the Pevensie family home. In the variation section, data is found on each part of
the narrative structure. One example of variation on the plot, the character Lucy's
first trip to the World of Narnia. Next is the variation on the character, the
depiction of Jadis the witch. Then variations on the setting, differences in resting
places for the characters Peter, Susan, Lucy, Mr. and Mrs. Beaver. However, one
of the narrative structures cannot be found in data for each part of the ecranization,
namely the narrator.



البحث مستخلص

جلامعي، جلبحث جالبس. وخزجنة وجلساحرة جلسد نرنيا: سالت جلفيلم ىل جلروجية من جقتباس عملية )٢٠٢٣( ر. ر. ، مررايوجن
روسيتاما، ويدج جاشرف: مالنج. جلكرمية جسسلمية ىبرجهيم مالك مرلن بامعة جسنسانية جلعلرم كلية جسنليزي، جلاب قسم

جااسستية.

جلسراية. جلبنية جلفيلم، جلروجية، جقتباس، الرئيسية: الكلمات

هذه نستطيع جلتييي. لبعض تضع أن جلروجية من ترفق جلت جلفلم من أكثر
The Chronicles of narnia: The Lion, The Witch, and The جلفيلم ىل ننظر أن جلظاهرة
جلتخفيض لتحليل جلبحث هذج يهدف جلعنرجن. نفس تلك جلت بلروجية Wardrobe

بمرسرك من جسيكرينز نظرية يستخدم خلف وجلفيلم. جلروجية بي يدث جلذي وجلتنرع وجلزياة
جلروجئي بناء تليل ف ليساعد تشاتان سيمرر من جلروجئي بنية نظرية جلباحث سيستخدم جنيست،
يصل جلتحليل، بعد جلاب. نقد طريقة جلبحث هذج يستخدم وجلفيلم. جلروجية على
بنية سزء لكل جلبيانت جلباحث يد جلتخفيض، سزء ف يلي. كما جلنتائج على جلباحث
جلسمك. لصاار بيفر جلسيد فيتي يساعد جلعقدة، ف جلتخفيض جاثال، عدجا ف جلروجئي.
ف وبيت ومارسريت آيفي جلشخصيات: تد ل جلشخصية، ف جلتخفيض جلخر، جاثال ث،
سزء ف بيفر. جلسيد يلك جلذي جلسمك حرض جللفية، ف جلتخفيض جلتال، جلفيلم.
جلعقدة، ف جلزياة جاثال، عدجا ف جلروجئي. بنية سزء لكل جلبيانت جلباحث يد جلزياة،
ىل أضيفت سديدة شخصية أوريرس جلشخصية، ف جلزياة جلتال، جلطة. ف وأولاها بيفينسي جلسيدة بي واجع

لكل جلبيانت جلباحث يد جلتنرع، سزء ف بيفينسي. أسرة بيت جللفية، ف جلزياة ث جلفيلم.

جلتنرع جلتال، نرنيا. عال ىل لرسي رحلة أول جلعقدة، ف جلتنرع جاثال، عدجا ف جلروجئي. بنية سزء
جلستجحة أماكن ف جلختلفات جللفية، ف جلتنرع ث جلساحرة. ساايس شخصية تصرير جلشخصية، ف
جلروجئي بناء أحد عن جلبيانت تد ل لكن، بيفر. وجلسيدة بيفر وجلسيد ولرسي وسرزجن بيت لشخصيات

رجوية. يعن جسيكرينز، سزء علىكل



ABSTRAK

Murdiawan, R. R. (2023) The Ecranisation of The Chronicles of Narnia: The
Lion, The Witch, and The Wardrobe. Undergraduate Thesis. Department
of English Literature, Faculty of Humanities, Universitas Islam Negeri
Maulana Malik Ibrahim Malang. Advisor Whida Rositama, M.Hum.

Kata Kunci: Ekranisasi, Novel, Film, Struktur Naratif

Banyak film yang diadaptasi dari sebuah novel mengalami beberapa perubahan
bentuk. Fenomena ini dapat kita lihat pada film The Chronicles of narnia: The
Lion, The Witch, and The Wardrobe dengan novel yang memiliki judul sama.
Penelitian ini bertujuan untuk menganalisis pengurangan, penambahan dan variasi
yang terjadi antara novel dan film. Selain menggunakan teori ekranisasi dari
Pamusuk Eneste, peneliti akan menggunakan teori struktur naratif dari Seymour
Chatman untuk membantu peneliti dalam menganalisa struktur-struktur naratif
pada novel dan film. Penelitian ini menggunakan metode kritik sastra. Hasil yang
didapat setelah menganalisis adalah sebagai berikut. Pada bagian pengurangan,
ditemukan data pada masing-masing bagian struktur naratif. Salah satu contohnya
pengurangan pada plot, Peter yang membantu Mr. Beaver untuk menangkap ikan.
Kemudian, contoh pengurangan pada tokoh, tidak ditemukannya tokoh Ivy,
Margaret, dan Betty dalam film. Selanjutnya pengurangan pada latar, kolam ikan
yang dimiliki oleh Mr. Beaver. Pada bagian penambahan, ditemukan data pada
masing-masing bagian struktur naratif. Salah satu contohnya penambahan pada
plot, perpisahan antara Mrs. Pevensie dengan anak-anaknya di stasiun.
Selanjutnya penambahan pada tokoh, Oreius merupakan tokoh baru yang
ditambahkan pada filmnya. Kemudian penambahan pada latar, rumah keluarga
Pevensie. Pada bagian variasi, ditemukan data pada masing-masing bagian dari
struktur naratif. Salah satu contohnya variasi pada plot, perjalanan pertama kali
tokoh Lucy ke Dunia Narnia. Selanjutnya variasi pada tokoh, penggambaran
tokoh Jadis sang penyihir. Kemudian variasi pada latar, perbedaan tempat istirahat
pada tokoh Peter, Susan, Lucy, Mr. Dan Mrs. Beaver. Namun, salah satu struktur
naratif tidak ditemukan data nya pada masing-masing bagian ekranisasi, yakni
narrator.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

In this section, the researcher discusses the background of the study, the

problem of the study, the benefits of the study, the scope of the study, and the

definition of key terms.

A. Background of the Study

Every literary work is a creative idea from its makers, which was originally in

the form of an oral form into a written form (Lundberg et al., 2019; Ungco, 2022).

But nowadays, literary works can change not only from how a writer finds ideas

for his work. But also from the form of literary works that have changed. On

James M. Welsh and Peter Lev's book with the title The Literature/Film Reader:

Issue in Adaptation (2007), they said that: “Adaptation has always been central to

the process of film-making since almost the beginning and could well maintain its

dominance into the cinema's second century” (Welsh&Lev, 2007, P.13). This

shows the number of films that use other literary works as the main source.

This change was made because there was a challenge from the filmmakers to

make the literary work successful. An example that we often encounter today is

how the form of a novel turns into a film. nowadays, we often encounter films

based on novels, which are the Harry Potter Film Series by JK Rowling, The

Great Gatsby by F. Scott Fitzgerald, The Hunger Games by Suzanne Collins, and

many more. Based on the above data, the researcher intends to research a novel
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and film entitled The Chronicle of Narnia: The Lion, The Witch, and The

Wardrobe (TCoN).

There are similarities in the intrinsic elements of every literary work. Elements

include character, plot, background, narrator, theme, and much more. In this study,

the researcher only focuses on four intrinsic elements: character, plot, setting, and

narrator. Like the novel and film The Chronicle of Narnia: The Lion, The Witch,

and The Wardrobe which are the material of this research. The Chronicle of

Narnia: The Lion, The Witch, And The Wardrobe novel was published in

16 October 1950 with a total 206 pages. This novel was written by CS Lewis and

it is the first novel of seven novels in The Chronicle of Narnia. The other novels

are The Magician's Nephew, The Horse and His Boy, Prince Caspian, The Voyage

of The Dawn “Treader”, The Silver Chair, and The Last Battle. Then, in 2005 The

Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, The Witch, and The Wardobe film aired for the

first time and lasted 143 minutes. this film was directed by Andrew Adamson and

starred by famous artists such as Liam Neeson as Aslan, Tilda Swinton as Jadis

The White, Georgie Henley as Lucy Pevensie, and many more.

In the novel and film, it tells of four teenagers who have to flee to a house

owned by a professor because of the ongoing world war. While playing hide and

seek in the house, Lucy's youngest sister found a cupboard in one of the rooms,

and decided to hide there. She was very surprised that the cupboard was a magical

cupboard that led her and her siblings to a fantasy world called Narnia. This is

what becomes interesting for the researcher to examine the differences that occur

between the novel and the film.
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In addition to the researcher found several previous studies and divided them

into two things. First, the material object or materials used by the researcher. Then

the second, the formal object, namely the theory used by the researcher.

In the first part, there are several articles and theses that have analyzed the

novel and film The Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, The Witch, And The

Wardrobe from various views. The first article by Made Vera Yanti and Ni Putu

Intan Bidari (2021) is entitled The Analysis of The Characterization of Pevensies

in The Novel of Narnia: The Lion, The Witch, And The Wardrobe. By using

marxist theory, the result is that there are differences in the characters of the

Pevensies, namely Peter Pevensie, Edmund Pevensie, Susan Pevensie, and Lucy

Pevensie. The second article by Vincent Woolyanto and friends (2018) is entitled

Historiophoty in The Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, The Witch, and The

Wardrobe. By using Hayden White's theory of historiography, the results of the

study found that historiofoti can be interpreted during World War II as a Christian

background and concept related to the author's personal experience. The next

article is a thesis entitled The Implementation of Actancial and Functional Model

to Analyze The Plot of Novel The Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, The Witch, and

The Wardrobe written by Lussiyani Linda Dewi (2019). By using the narratology

theory of AJ Greimas, the results show that there are seventeen actors from

seventeen chapters in the novel. Besides that, the researcher also found fifteen

functional structures from seventeen chapters. The next article is from Ni Komang

Arie Suwastini (2020) with the title Lucy Pevensie's Chracterization in CS Lewis'

Narnia: The Lion, The Witch, and The Wardrobe. By using the theory of Freud
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Psychoanalysis, the result is that the characters possessed by the character Lucy

Pevensie are curious, kind, honest, loyal, and brave from the analysis of the Id,

Ego, and Superego. The last article was written by Balqis Majesty, Wahana and

Mhd. Johan (2022) with the title An Analysis of Themes That Build on CS Lewis's

Novel “The Lion, The Witch, And The Wardrobe”. By using a sociological

approach, the researcher found that there are five main themes or ideas in CS

Lewis' novels. These themes are childhood and alternative, education, christian

symbolism and penance, logic and belief, forgiveness, friendship and loyalty.

In the second part, the researcher uses the theory that is called ecranization. It

will be divided into 3 parts, which are research based on plot, character, and

narrative structure. In the plot section there are two studies, namely from

Chasbullah (2018) with the title The Analysis of Plot Story Between Sir Arthur

Conan Doyle's Novel “Sherlock Holmes: Study In Scarlet” And Mark Gatiss and

Steven Moffat's Film “Sherlock: Study In Pink and Yuni (2016) with the title

Ecranization of Plot in The Novel and Film of Breaking Dawn by Stephanie

Meyer. This research focuses on the plot of the novel and the film. After

researching, they found that there was an ecranization process in the plot,

namely there were additions, subtraction, and variations. Then, the next part is

the character. This research is contained in Deasmabella (2020) with the title The

Analysis Ecranization of Peter's Charaterization Affected by His Conflicts In The

Novel and In The Film Entitled The Chronicles of Narnia: Prince Caspian and

Aspriyanto (2019) with the title Transformation of a Novel Murder on The Orient

Express Into Its Film Adaptation Using Ecranization Study. They stated that there
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have been changes to the characters in the novels and in the films. This change

can be from the nature that is added in the film. Then a reduction can also occur

from the number of characters due to cutting the duration of the film. The last part

is the narrative structure. This research is from Auliyah and Mamik (2022) with

the title Ekranisasi Crazy Rich Asians dari Novel ke Film. This research analyzes

the narrative structure of novels and films, including events, characters, settings,

and narrators. The research found that there were various changes made in the

adaptation process, including reducing, adding, and variations in the narrative

structure. This research uses a qualitative approach and data collection techniques

such as notes and literature review. The analysis carried out is descriptive in

nature. In conclusion, the ecranization process requires a change in narrative

structure to produce a film that is not identical to the original source.

The results of previous research, many researchers use objects and theories that

will be studied by the researcher. What makes this research different from those

previously mentioned is that this research focus on the ecranization process that

occurs. In addition, the object of this research has never been studied using

ecranization theory.

Based on the explanation above, of course there are differences in stories

structure that occur. this is what makes the researcher interested in examine the

differences that occur between novels and films. Furthermore, the purpose of this

study is to find out the ecranization process from novel to film. The researcher

want to you know whether there are additions, reductions, or variations made by

the director in the film.
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B. Problem of the Study

The problems raised in this research are:

1. What are the reductions of narrative structure from novel to film in The

Chronicle of Narnia: The Lion, The Witch and The Wardrobe?

2. What are the additions of narrative structure from novel to film in The

Chronicle of Narnia: The Lion, The Witch, and The Wardrobe?

3. What are the variations of narrative structure from novel to film in The

Chronicle of Narnia: The Lion, The Witch and The Wardrobe?

C. The Benefit of The Study

This research is expected to have benefits:

1. To add knowledge to the process of ecranization of novels into films.

2. This research can be a reference material for further research in terms of

sources and theory used.

D. Scope of The Study

This research will analyze the ecranization process of the novel written by CS

Lewis and the film directed by Andrew Adamson. While the limitation of this

research is the the changes that occur between the novel and the film.
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E. Definition of Key Terms

Researcher provides the following key terms:

1. Ecranization: Is a change in the form of literary works from novels to films.

According to Eneste (1991:60), there are three components in the ecranization

process, namely reduction, addition, and variation.

2. Reduction: Is the loss of some parts of the intrinsic elements that occur in the

process of making a film. Reduction means that some things are not shown in

the film but are found in the novel.

3. Addition: Means there will be a new thing when a novel is filmed. This

addition aims to partially complete the reduction that occurred. This addition

means that some things are featured in the film but are not present in the

novel.

4. Variation: Is a part that is found in novels and films but is different in

delivering it.

5. Narrative structure: Is a branch of the theory of structuralism which emphasizes

that a story consists of structures. According to Chatman (1978) these

structures are plot, character, setting, and narrator (P.21).
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

This chapter explains several aspects that have a role in analyzing novel and

film. These aspects are ecranization theory, structuralism, and structure narrative.

The researcher uses ecranization theory as the main theory in the research. The

researcher needs this theory to analyze the differences that occur between novel

and film.

A. Structuralism Approach

1. Structuralism Approach in General

Structuralism is a school of philosophy that emerged in France. The term

structuralism is not only used in the field of literature, but is also used in other

scientific fields, such as biology, psychology, history, sociology and other

sciences. According to Susanto (2012, p.88-89)

Structuralism can be interpreted as a branch or mode of thought in the field of philosophy
that reveals the deepest structure in a reality that looks chaotic and irregular that is
scientifically diverse, emphasizes subjective methods, follows formulas or laws so that they
are strict, and maintains a distance between observed and those observing.

In addition, according to Arysad (2017) the theory of literary structuralism is a

theory to approach literary texts that emphasizes the overall relationship between

various elements of the text (p.19). Then, structuralism is also a theory of literary

criticism which emphasizes structural aspects. According to Klarer "Structuralism

emphasis on the intrinsic and structural aspects of a literary work" (p.79). The
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purpose of this theory is to reveal an explanation of the pattern and structure of

literary texts.

Furthermore, structuralism has characteristics as a field of thought. First,

structuralism has a concept that actually explains something that is in the structure.

The second characteristic is a characteristic that is derived from the first

characteristic, that the deep structure has a structured law. According to Susanto

(2012), the characteristics of the mechanism are not static or fixed, but have an

organized and patterned potential or strength (p.90-91). Then, there is the

structural theory of pradopo, he says that a literary work is something autonomous

which is understood as a unified whole with its building elements intertwined.

(Pradopo, 2001, p.54).

2. Narrative Structure Theory

In its branch, the structuralism approach has a narrative structural theory to

analyze a literary work. Narrative Structure Theory is a literary theory developed

by Seymour Chatman, whose job is to explain how a story is formed. According

to Chatman (1978, p.22) the position of novels and films in literary works is

balanced. This is because both of them have the same narrative structure, such as

plots, settings, characters, and narrator. With these similarities, the two can be

compared. Then, he divides the narrative structure into two parts, namely, story

and discourse (Chatman, 1978, p.19). The story is a collection of events that are

combined and become the plot of a literary work. According to Chatman (1978,

p.21) these events are connected in a causal relationship, then form a coherent and
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meaningful whole. In the story too, there is an existence which includes characters

and settings. Furthermore, the second part is discourse, referring to how to

communicate a story.

In terms of story elements, Chatman (1978, p.19) divides it into two, namely

form and substance. In the form part there are actions and events while in the

substance part there are characters and settings. Furthermore, discourse is also

divided into two parts, namely form and embodiment. In the form itself, there is a

narrative transmission structure that focuses on arrangement, duration of the

narrator's voice, and point of view. Meanwhile, the embodiment part is a

particular materialization medium, such as verbal, cinematic, ballet, music, or

pantomime (Chatman, 1978, p.22).

1) Plot

Plot is an important intrinsic element in a story. Plot is a collection of events in

a story arranged chronologically. Plot, in fiction, the structure of interrelated

actions, consciously selected and arranged by the author (Britannica, 2023). The

plot is also divided into five parts, exposition, rising action, climax, falling action,

resolution (Masterclass, 2022).

1. Exposition: Is the beginning and becomes the builder of the storyline. Readers

and viewers will be treated to an introduction to the characters, setting,

introduction of the story.

2. Rising action: This section introduces the main problems of the story. In

addition, it is a part of the plot that contains how the main character struggles and

makes the story more complicated.
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3. Climax: Is the core part of the plot. In this section, the problems in the story

will change or be resolved for the main character.

4. Falling action: This plot section follows on from the climax and details the

events the characters take after the change. In this section, we will also see a little

how the story ends.

5. Resolution: The last part of the plot that shows how the ending of this story

will be concluded. In addition, this section will also lead to conclusions and

messages that the author wants to convey to readers. There are two parts to the

resolution plot:

a) Closed plot: is a plot that shows how the story ends. Stories that do not

cause confusion in the reader.

a) Open plot: The opposite of a closed plot, this plot does not bring the

reader or viewer to the conclusion of the story. This plot is intended

for readers or viewers to find conclusions and find messages from

the story.

2) Character

Characters are part of the story that will never be separated from the plot. A

character is a person, animal or creature in the story (Literary Terms, 2015). A

story usually has one or more characters. Usually, characters can be identified by

their appearance, their conversations, the actions they show, even the mention of

the author of the story.

There are two types of characters, main characters and side characters. The

main character is the character that is often shown in the story. According to
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Nurgiyantoro (1988) because the main character is a character who is often

featured in stories and is always associated with other characters, the main

character determines the development of the plot as a whole (p.177). Meanwhile,

side characters are characters who rarely appear in the story. Rarely appears in the

story, making the side characters not too important. The purpose of having side

characters is to help the storyline, such as helping the main character in making

decisions, or making problems more complicated.

3) Setting

Setting is part of the intrinsic elements that cannot be separated from the

characters. Setting is the time and place chosen by the author in his literary work

(MasterClass, 2021). Usually, the setting will be introduced at the beginning of

the story plot along with the characters. Setting is very important in a story,

because the setting can provide context for the actions of the characters in the

story.

There are many ways to indicate the time and place in the setting. Time can be

seen from, character's life time, time of day, time of year, time period, etc.

Meanwhile, a place can be seen from several buildings, a room inside a building,

a country, a city, a beach, in transportation, or others (Literary terms, 2015).

4) Narrator

Narrator is someone who tells a story. Meanwhile, according to Fludernik

(2009) narration has a close relationship with the narrator's speech act (p.2). The

narrator can be shared based on the point of view felt by the viewer. According to

Prince (1982) the narrator is divided into three, the first person who tells the story,
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the second person who is the interlocutor, and the third person who is the object

being discussed (p.7).

B. Ecranization

Ecranization theory is a change in the form of literary works from novels to

films. This theory comes from the French word ecran which means screen.

Ecranization is a theory expressed by Eneste in his book entitled Novel and Film.

He said that ecranisation is the process of transforming the world of words into a

world of moving pictures mixed with sounds, transforming the novel into a film

(1991:60). Of course, with the shift in the form of literary works, it causes various

changes. As Rahayu (2016) says “This term is associated with the transformation

process from the literary works into film or filming literary works.”

Novels and films are forms of narrative text which consist of a story structure,

namely events and existence. In addition, novels and films have different media or

tools so that they require a change in form. The main tool in the literary work of

the novel is the words that are written in detail by the author. As Burgess (2022)

says that "A novel is an invented prose narrative of significant length and

complexity that deals imaginatively with human experience." Starting from the

story, the character is how the character is created such as its shape and nature, the

setting of the place, the atmosphere, and even the style used by the author which

is built with words. Meanwhile, the film is a type of literary work that uses

pictures as a tool. As Rahayu (2016) "Filming a literary work also involves an

activity of visual interpretation, that is interpreting the literary works into an
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audiovisual work". The transfer from the novel to the film means that there is a

transfer of these tools into a new form.

In addition to the tools or media used are different as (Chasbullah, 2018) stated

"Adaptation is the process of changing something that is produced individually

into something that is produced together" (p.10). This is because, novels are

individual creations while films are the opposite, namely the creations of a group.

Although we cannot expect that the main thinker in the process of making a film

is the director. However, the process of forming the film is still very good because

there are many contributions from the thoughts of the members who participated

in making the film. In other words, ecranization means the process of changing

from something produced individually to something produced together.

Different views are bound to happen with readers and viewers. Novel readers

have a deeper imagination when reading the story. This is due to the author's hard

work in describing the setting, atmosphere and feelings of the characters in an

incident. Meanwhile, the audience enjoys watching films based on moving

pictures or dialogues that occur between characters. Then Eneste (1991) also

stated that ecranization is also a process of changing from art that can be enjoyed

anytime and anywhere to be enjoyed in certain places and at certain times as well

(p.61).

In the process of changing from novel to film, Eneste divides it into three parts,

namely reduction, addition, and variation.
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1. Reduction

In the ecranization process, reduction is one of the processes that will occur

when a novel is filmed. This reduction can occur in novel elements such as story,

plot, characters, setting or atmosphere. With this reduction or cutting process, not

everything shown in the novel appears in the film.

According to Eneste (1991, p. 61-62), that there are several possibilities that an

event in the novel does not enter the film. (1) the event or scene is not so

important to display on a white screen. This is because not all backgrounds are

included in the film. (2) an event that is not relevant to the character and can

interfere with the image of a character. (3) Due to the technical limitations of the

film, in the process of making the film, only simple characters are used more often

in films. This is because it makes this character easy to recognize and easy to

remember. (4) very short film duration. Most films are only 90 minutes to 120

minutes long. Therefore, not all novel settings are transferred as a whole into the

film, because it will be a very long duration needed. Therefore, taking the

background displayed on a white screen is only an important or sufficient

background.

2. Addition

The second ecranization process is addition. That is, there will be new things

that will appear in the film even though it is not in the novel. Accroding to Eneste

(1991, p.64) this is because the screenwriter and director have interpreted the

novel to be filmed in advance. Additions such as the story, plot, characterization,

setting, or atmosphere. Of course the addition to the film has its own reasons for
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the director. For example, the addition of a scene becomes important because

from a filmic point of view, the addition of a scene is still relevant to the story as a

whole, or other reasons.

3. Variation

In addition to subtraction and addition, the ecranization process also

allows certain variations between novels and films to occur. Of course, without

changing the main story, the message to be conveyed and the theme of the novel.

Eneste (1991) states that "in creating, filmmakers feel the need to make variations

in the film, so that it seems that the film based on the novel is not as original as

the novel" (p.67).
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CHAPTER III

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

In this section, the researcher discusses research methods, data sources,

research instruments, data collection techniques, and data analysis techniques.

A. Research Methods

This research is a literary criticism research by analyzing the novel The

Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, The Witch, and The Wardrobe by CS Lewis

which was published in 1950 with the film The Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion,

The Witch, and The Wardrobe by Andrew Adamson which was released in 2005.

According to Klarer (2004) "literary criticism is mostly interested in the analysis,

interpretation, and evaluation of primary sources, literary theory tries to shed

light on the very methods used in these readings of primary texts (p.77). This type

of research aims to broaden the reader's understanding of an author's work by

summarizing, interpreting, and exploring its value.

B. Research Data

Data sources are also very important in this study because the accuracy in

selecting data greatly influences the results obtained when the analysis has been

carried out. Therefore, the main source in this research is the novel The

Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, The Witch, and The Wardrobe by CS Lewis

which was published in 1950 and also a film in with the same title, The

Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, The Witch, and The Wardrobe by Andrew

Adamson which was released in 2005.
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C. Data Collection Techniques

In the process of collecting data, researchers used a flow such as:

1. Researcher read texts from novels, and also watched the film The Chronicles of

Narnia: The Lion, The Witch, and The Wardrobe .

2. The researcher identified all the sentences, utterances, and picture in the novel

and in the film that indicated the process of ecranization.

D. Data Analysis Techniques

The researcher uses the ecranization theory of Pamusuk Eneste. this is with the

aim of seeing the Ecranization process of The Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion,

The Witch, and The Wardrobe film. According to Eneste, ecranization is a change

in the form of a literary work with the changes that occurred. These changes can

include additions, reductions, or variations so that a literary work is more loved by

the fans.
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CHAPTER IV

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, the researcher discusses the data found by the researcher in the

ecranization process, namely reduction, addition and variation.

A. Reduction

Reduction is one part of the ecranization process. Also, the reduction means

that there are several parts of the novel that are not shown in the film. According

to Eneste (1991:61) this reduction can occur due to several reasons, (1) there are

several parts that are not so important shown in the film. Then (2) that part can

disrupt the picture and the way of the story. Furthermore (3) technical limitations

and film duration.

1. Reduction of the plot from novel to film of the Chronicles of Narnia: The

Lion, The Witch, and The Wardrobe

Plot is a very important part of the story. The plot is divided into five parts,

namely exposition, raising action, climax, falling action, and resolution. But in the

process of ecranization, reduction of the plot will occur from novel to film. The

reduction here means that the plot is found in the novel but not in the film. The

following are some of the plots twists that occur from the novel to the film The

Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, The Witch, and The Wardrobe. (For further

analysis the novel abbreviated as TCoN)
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Table 1 Reduction of the Plot from Novel to Film The Chronicles of Narnia:
The Lion, The Witch, and The Wardrobe

No.
Reduction of the plot from novel to film The Chronicle of Narnia: The
Lion, The Witch and The Wardrobe (The following data is part of the plot
in the novel but not found in the film.)

1.

Mr Beaver, and he went out of the house (Peter went with him). They took
a pail with them. Mr Beaver sat down quietly at the edge of the hole (he
didn't seem to mind it being so chilly), looked hard into it, then suddenly
shot in his paw, and before you could say Robinson had whisked out a
beautiful trout. Then he did it all over again until they had a fine catch of
fish. (TCoN, p. 78)

2.

The relief which Edmund felt was so great that in spite of the cold he
suddenly got warm all over right down to his toes, and at the same time
there came into his head what seemed a perfectly lovely idea.
“Probably,” he thought, “this is the great Lion Aslan that they were all
talking about. She's caught him already and turned him into stone. So that's
the end of all their fine ideas about him! Pooh! Who's afraid of Aslan?”
(TCoN, p. 103)

3.

“Don't sit staring, fool! Get out and help.” And of course Edmund had to
obey. He stepped out into the snow — but it was really only slush by now
— and began helping the dwarf to get the sledge out of the muddy hole it
had got into. (TCoN, p. 129)

4.

The Witch and the Dwarf were talking close beside him in low tones.
“No,” said the dwarf, “it is no use now, O Queen. They must have reached
the Stone Table by now.”
“Perhaps the Wolf will smell us out and bring us news,” said the Witch.
“It cannot be good news if he does,” said the dwarf.
“Four thrones in Cair Paravel,” said the Witch. “What if only three were
filled? That would not fulfill the prophecy.” (TCoN, p. 147-148)

5.
“Yet it might be better,” said the dwarf, “to keep this one” (kicked
Edmund) “for bargaining with.”
Yes! and have him rescued,” said the Witch scornfully. (TCoN, p. 148)

6.
Aslan said, “We must move from this place at once, it will be wanted for
other purposes. We shall encamp tonight at the Fords of Beruna. (TCoN, p.
159)
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7.

Well then, Giant Rumblebuffin," said Aslan, "just let us out of this,
will you?”
“Certainly, your honor. It will be a pleasure,” said Giant Rumblebuffin.
“Stand well away from the gates, all you little 'uns.” Then he strode to the
gate himself and bang — bang — bang — went his huge club. the
gates creaked at the first blow, cracked at the second, and shivered at
the third. ( TCoN, p.188-189)

8.

“Does he know,” Lucy whispered to Susan, “what Aslan did for him? Does
he know what the arrangement with the Witch really was?”
“Hush! No. Of course not," said Susan.
“Oughtn't he to be told?” said Lucy.
“Oh, surely not,” said Susan. “It would be too awful for him. Think how
you'd feel if you were he.”
“All the same I think he ought to know,” said Lucy (TCoN, p.197)

9.

During the first part of the journey Aslan explained to Peter his plan of
campaign. “As soon as she has finished her business in these parts,” he
said, “the Witch and her crew will almost certainly fall back to her House
and prepare for a siege. You may or may not be able to cut her off and
prevent her from reaching it.” (TCoN, p. 160)

10.

"What is the meaning of this?" asked the WitchQueen. Nobody
answered.
“Speak, vermin!” she said again. “Or do you want my dwarf to find
you a tongue with his whip? What is the meaning of all this gluttony,
this waste, this self-indulgence? Where did you get all these things?”
“Please, your Majesty,” said the Fox, “we were given them. And if I
might make so bold as to drink your majesty's very good health — “
"Who gave them to you?" said the Witch.
“FFF-Father Christmas,” stammered the Fox.
"What?" roared the Witch, springing from the sledge and taking a
few strides nearer to the terrified animals. “He has not been here! Hey
cannot have been here! How dare you — but no. Say you have been
lying and you shall even now be forgiven.” ( TCoN, p.126-127)

11.

“If it comes to that, which is the right side? How do we know that the
Fauns are in the right and the Queen (yes, I know we've been told she's a
witch) is in the wrong? We don't really know anything about either.” Said
Edmund.
Peter said, “The Faun saved Lucy.”
“He said he did. But how do we know? And there's another thing too. Has
anyone the least idea of the way home from here?” Said Edmund.
Great Scotts! said Peter, “I hadn't thought of that.”
"And no chance of dinner either," said Edmund. ( TCoN, p.68 )
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12.

“And now,” said Father Christmas, “for your presents. There is a
new and better sewing machine for you, Mrs Beaver. I will drop it in
your house as, I pass.”
"If you please, sir," said Mrs. Beaver, making a curtsey. “It's locked
up.”
“Locks and bolts make no difference to me,” said Father Christmas.
“And as for you, Mr Beaver, when you get home you will find your dam
finished and dead and all the leaks stopped and a new sluice-gate
fitted.”
Mr Beaver was so pleased that he opened his mouth very wide and
then found he couldn't say anything at all. ( TCoN, p.117)

Based on the data above, the researcher can analyze that several plots occur in

the novel but not in the film. In the first reduction of the plot, Peter helps Mr.

Beaver for catching fish. After they arrived at Mr. Beaver, they were asked to help

prepare dinner. This flow is included in the exposition section. Researchers can

see it when there are several new characters introduced in the novel. This plot was

not included in the film because it is not so important to be included in the film.

In the second reduction of the plot, Edmund thinks that Aslan is dead. This plot

follows after they are taken in by Mr. Beaver went to his house and told him about

Aslan's army going against the witch. This flow can be included in the raising

action section of the plot. This plot was not included in the film because it would

disrupt the storyline.

In the third reduction of the plot, Edmund helps solve the witch's sleigh

problem. This plot tells, when the wizard tries to catch up with Peter's entourage

before they can meet Aslan. However, due to the changing weather, the sled could

not move. This thread is not displayed because it is not very important.
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In the fourth reduction of the plot, Edmund listens to a conversation between a

wizard and a dwarves. This plot tells about the wizard's worries about Peter's

group who thought they had arrived at Aslan's army. Besides that, they also talked

about prophecy. This plot is included in the raising action section of the plot. This

plot was not included in the film because it is not really important.

In the fifth reduction of the plot, the wizard and the dwarves try to trade

Edmund for Aslan. The plot follows the agreement between a wizard and a

dwarves to exchange Edmund for Aslan. This plot is included in the raising action

section of the plot. This plot does not appear in the film because it will disrupt the

storyline.

The sixth reduction of the plot, Aslan moves his army. This plot takes place

after Edmund is rescued by Aslan's troops and the witch arrives at Aslan's place

and asks Edmund to hand over for betrayal. This plot is included in the raising

action part of the plot. This plot does not appear in the film because it is not

important and will only add to the duration of the film.

The seventh reduction of the plot, the rescue within the palace. This story

follows Aslan, Susan, and Lucy saving the troops inside the Witch's Castle,

including a giant. Aslan asked the giant to destroy the wall that was blocking their

freedom. This plot is included in the climax part of the plot. This plot was not

included in the film because it would disrupt the storyline.

The eighth reduction of the plot, the conversation between Susan and Lucy

regarding Aslan's sacrifice. This plot tells when Aslan joins the war and manages
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to defeat the wizard and his army. This flow is included in the falling action. This

plot is not shown in the film, as it is not too important to be included.

The ninth reduction of the plot, Aslan explains the war plan to Peter. This plot

follows after they move from the Table Stone site to the Fort Beruna location.

Aslan gave orders how to deal with wizards, and what his troops should do after

winning. This flow is included in the raising action section. This thread is not

shown because it is not very important.

In the tenth reduction of the plot, the witch stops her sled upon seeing a party

being thrown by the animals. The plot follows when a witch is chasing Peter's

entourage and sees the animals having a party. The witch was angry because of

this matter. This flow is included in the raising action section. This plot is not

shown in the film because it will interfere with the main storyline.

The eleventh reduction of the plot, a conversation between Peter and Edmund

about who is good and who is bad. This plot tells when they are following

directions from Mr. Beaver somewhere to chat. This plot is included in the

exposition section of the plot. This thread is not shown because it is not important.

The twelfth reduction of the plot, the gifts given by Santa Claus to Mr. and Mrs.

Beaver. This plot tells when they think they are being chased by a witch. However,

it turned out to be Santa Claus and he gave gifts to each one. This plot is included

in the raising action section of the plot. This thread is not shown because it is not

very important.
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2. Reduction of the Characters from Novel to Film The Chronicles of Narnia:

The Lion, The Witch, and The Wardrobe

The researcher can see the reduction of the characters from the characters who

do not appear in the film. According to Eneste (1991) this can happen because the

film only shows important characters (P.62). Then these characters become easy

to recognize and also remember. In the novel The Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion,

The Witch and The Wardrobe, there are also several characters who do not appear

in the film. The following are characters who were not included in the film.

Table 2 Reduction of the Character from Novel to Film The Chronicles of
Narnia: The Lion, The Witch, and The Wardrobe

No.
Reduction of the Characters from Novel to Film The Chronicles of Narnia:
The Lion, The Witch, and The Wardrobe (The following data is part of the
character in the novel but not found in the film.)

1. … Naiads as they used to be called in our world ( TCoN, p .138)

2. …a bull with the head of a man, and a pelican…. (TCoN, p. 138)

3.

Then, rising on his hindlegs, he bawled up at the Giant. “Hi! You up there,”
he roared. “What's your name?”
“ Giant Rumblebuffin , if it please your honor,” said the Giant, once more
touching his cap. ( TCoN, p.188-189 )

Based on the data above, there are several characters that occur in the novel but

are not shown in the film. The first character is Naiads. This character is shown

when Aslan asks for help so that Susan and Lucy can rest after a long journey.

This character is not shown in the film because it is a side character and also not

too important to be shown.

Then, the second character that is not shown is a bull and a pelican. This

character is shown in the novel when Peter's group sees them gathering and in the
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middle of it is Aslan. This character is included in the side character. This

character is omitted in the film because it is not very important.

Next is the third character, Giant Rumblebuffin. This character is shown in the

novel when Aslan asks for his help in breaking down the walls of the wizard's

castle and setting the captives free. This character is included in the side character

section. This character is not shown in the film because it is not too important to

be shown.

3. Reduction of the Setting from Novel to Film The Chronicles of Narnia: The

Lion, The Witch, and The Wardrobe

The reduction of the setting is a reduction of the place and time that the

novelist has written. According to Eneste (1991) it is impossible to move the

entire setting into a film. This is because it increases the duration of the film

which becomes very long (p.62). Thus, the director will only show important

settings in the film. The following are settings that are not shown in the film The

Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, The Witch, and The Wardrobe.

Table 3 Reduction of the Setting from Novel to Film The Chronicles
of Narnia: The Lion, The Witch, and The Wardrobe

No. Reduction of the Setting from Novel to Film The Chronicles of Narnia: The
Lion, The Witch, and The Wardrobe (The following data is part of the
setting in the novel but not found in the film.)

1. …and across the ice of the deep pool to where he had a little hole in the ice
which he kept open every day with his hatchet. (TCoN, p.79)

2. A little way off at the foot of a tree sat a merry party… (TCoN, p.125)
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Based on the data above, there are two settings that are included in novel but

not included the film. The first reduction of setting, the pond to catch fish. This

setting is not shown in the film because it will increase the duration of the film

itself.

The second setting is a party being thrown by some animals. This setting is

removed in the film by removing this setting will not change the course of the

story. According to Eneste, not all setting are included because it will increase the

duration of the film.

B. Addition

Addition is one part of the ecranization process. Addition means that there are

parts of the intrinsic elements added in the film. This can happen because the

director has his own reasons and also as long as it is still relevant to the story as a

whole (Eneste 1991:64). In this study there were additions to several parts of the

intrinsic elements, namely plot, character, and setting.

1. Additions of the Plots from Novel to Film The Chronicles of Narnia: The

Lion, The Witch, and The Wardrobe

In the process of making a film based on a novel, the director made several plot

additions. This plot addition was not previously in the novel. This includes the

film The Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, The Witch, and The Wardrobe which

has several additional plots in the film. The following additions are the creative

work of the director.
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Table 4 Addition of the Plots from Novel to Film The Chronicles of Narnia:
The Lion, The Witch, and The Wardrobe

No.

Additions of the Plot from Novel to Film The
Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, The Witch, and
The Wardrobe (The following data is part of the
plot in the film but not found in the novel.)

Picture

1.

Mrs. Pevensie bid farewell and advice to his
children.

Mrs Pevensie: You need to keep this one
darling... all right? You warm enough? Good
girl(talking to Lucy)
Lucy: (Just nodded her head)

Edmund: If dad were here.. he wouldn't make
us go

Peter: If dad were.. here, it'd mean the war was
over and we wouldn't have to go

Mrs. Pevensie: will you listen to your brother,
won't you, Edmund?

Mrs. Pevensie: Promise me you'll look after the
others.

Peter: I will, Mum.

Mrs. Pevensie: Good man. Susan be a big girl.
All right. Off you go.

This picture appears at
minutes 00:02:57-
00:04:09 of the film,
depicting Mrs. Pevensie
with his children namely
Peter, Susan, Edmund,
and Lucy. They will be
sent to a house owned by
a professor and away
from the battlefield. The
picture also depicts Mrs.
Pevensie who asked Peter
(eldest brother) to look
after his brothers and
sisters during the refugee
period.

2.

Mrs. Macready picked up the Pevensies at the
station and asked about their belongings.

Peter:Mrs. Macready?

Mrs. Macready: I'm afraid so. Is this it, then?
Haven't you brought anything else?
Peter: No, ma'am. It's just us.

Mrs. Macready: Small favors.

This picture appears at
minutes 00:07:50-
00:08:08 in the film,
depicting when they
arrived at a station close
to the professor's house.
They were picked up by
Mrs. Macready who is an
assistant to the professor.
In this picture Mrs.
Macready also asked
them if they were the
only ones who would
take refuge in the
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professor's house. Peter
also answered that only
those who would stay at
the professor's house.

3.

Edmund ran away from his brothers and headed
to the witch's place, then his brothers were too
late to stop Edmund.

Lucy: Edmund!!! (Lucy calls Edmund loudly)

Mr. Beaver: Shh! They'll hear you!
No…(While grab peter)

Peter: Get off me!

Mr. Beaver: You're playing into her hands.

Susan: We can't just let him go!

Lucy: He's our brother

Mr. Beaver: He's the bait! The witch wants all
four of you!

Peter: Why?

Mr. Beaver: To stop the prophecy from coming
true, To kill you!

Susan: This is all your fault.

Peter: My fault?

Susan: None of this would have happened if
you had just listened to me in the first place!

Peter: So you knew this would happen..

This picture occurs at
minutes 00:51:12-
00:52:10 of the film,
depicting Peter, Susan,
Lucy, and Mr. Beaver,
who is chasing Edmund
so he doesn't enter the
Witch's Palace, but it's
too late. Susan also
blamed Peter for not
listening to her opinion.
Then, Lucy separated
them both and Mr.
Beaver suggests they
hurry to Aslan's place.
According to Mr. Beaver
only Aslan can save
Edmund.
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LUCY: Stop, this fighting isn't going to help
Edmund

BEAVER: She's right. Only Aslan can save him
now.

PETER: Then take us to him.

4.

After the information was leaked by Edmund,
the wolves approached the beaver's house to
catch Edmund's brothers.

MAUGRIM: Take them

MR. BEAVER: Hurry Mum, they are after us!

Mrs. BEAVER: right then...

SUSAN: What is she doing?

Mrs. BEAVER: Don't worry, you'll thank you
later. it's a long journey and a beaver gets
cranky when he's hungry.

BEAVER: I'M CRANKY NOW!

SUSAN: Do you think we should bring jam?

PETER: Only if the Witch has toast.

This picture appears at
minutes 00:56:40-
00:57:10 of the film,
depicting Mr. Beaver
who is under siege by a
police force of witches.
When they managed to
get into Mr. Beaver, they
found no one in the
house. As it turned out,
Peter, Susan, Lucy, Mr
and Mrs. Beaver had
already gone through the
secret tunnel Mr. Beaver
in the house.

5.

The fox tries to help them from being chased by
the witch police.

FOX: This is what happened to the enemies of
the White Witch.

Mr. BEAVER: Stand still there traitor.

FOX: Relax, I'm one of the good guys

Mr. BEAVER: Well you look mighty like one
of the bad guys.

FOX: An unfortunate family resemblance, but
we can discuss family breeding later right now
we need to move on.

PETER: What do you suggest?

This picture occurs at
minutes 00:58:50-
01:00:10 of the film,
depicting Peter, Susan,
Lucy, Mr. and Mrs.
Beaver who met a fox.
Then, the fox intends to
save them from the witch
police by asking them to
hide in a tree. When the
witch police came out of
the tunnel, they found a
fox and asked where the
humans were. The fox
also gave false
information to them by
saying that the humans
were heading north.
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FOX LOOKS UP

The Fox stays on lower ground, The Beavers &
the children are in a tree...the wolves approach
Wolves break through barrier as Fox is out in
center.

FOX: Evening gents, Did we lose something?

WOLF: Don't patronized me, I know where
your allegiance lies. We are looking for some
humans

FOX: Humans in Narnia, now that's some
valuable information

MAUGRIM: Where are they?!!!

Lucy cries out, Peter shushes her the fox looks
around hopelessly, and hangs his head in shame

FOX: They , they , were heading North.

MAUGRIM: Quickly, smell them out. they cast
aside the fox , where he lays whimpering on the
ground

6.

LUCY: (sees wolves) Oh no!

PETER: Run!!!!! Wolves leap in front of them,
growling & sneering...

MAUGRIM: Put that down boy, someone
might get hurt.

Mr. BEAVER: (pinned down) Don't worry
about me! Slit his throat!

MAUGRIM: Leave now while you can, and
you're brother leaves with you.

SUSAN: Stop Peter, maybe we should listen to
him!

MAUGRIM: Smart girl.

This picture appears at
minutes 01:13:30-
01:14:50 of the film,
depicting them trying to
cross the river who
started searching.
Suddenly Lucy saw the
witch police were across
the river and had
surrounded them. Mr.
Beaver also tries to fight
the police, but instead
becomes a prisoner of the
police. Peter took out the
sword that Santa Claus
had given him and
brandished it at the
police. Under such tense
conditions, Peter saw that
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Mr. BEAVER: Don't listen to him. Kill him.
Kill him now!

SUSAN: Look, just because some man in a red
suit hands you a sword doesn't make you a
hero! So just drop it!

BEAVER: No Peter! Narnia need ya!

MAUGRIM: What's it gonna be Son of Adam?
We're not going to wait forever. And neither is
the river.

LUCY: PETER!!!!

PETER: Hold onto me! Stabs sword into the
ice, and they float away...

the river was about to
melt completely. So Peter
thrust the sword down
and asked them to hold
on to him and they
managed to escape from
the witch police's
encirclement.

7.

LUCY: Narnia isn't going to run out of
Edmund's toast

PETER: Then you better pack some for the
journey

SUSAN: So were going home?

PETER: You are, I promised I'd keep you three
safe but there's no reason I can't stay and help.

LUCY: But they need us...All four of us

PETER: Lucy it's too dangerous. You almost
drowned, Edmund was almost killed!

EDMUND: Which is why we have to stay.
(They all look at him.)

EDMUND: I've seen what the White Witch can
do and I've helped her do it, and we can't leave
these people behind to suffer for it.

Lucy holds Ed's hand.

SUSAN: Well I guess that's it then. *gets up*

This picture occurs
between 01:30:00 and
01:31:00 of the film,
depicting Peter, Susan,
Edmund, and Lucy
deciding to join Aslan in
battle against the wizard.
After Edmund was
rescued by Aslan's
troops, Peter decided to
return his brothers and
sisters and help Aslan's
troops. But this was
rejected by his brothers
and sisters. According to
Lucy, Aslan's army
doesn't just need help
from Peter, but the four
of them. Then, Edmund
also added how the
power of a wizard and
also did not want to leave
what he had done.
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PETER: Where are you going?

SUSAN: (picks up bow and quiver) To get in
some practices.

8.

After Aslan's death. Susan and Lucy sent the
news to the entire troop, Lucy also had the idea
to tell him through the trees, so that the
message could be delivered quickly.

Back at Aslan's camp in the boys' tent

DRYAD: Fear not my princess. I come with
tidings of grave news..

This picture occurs at
minutes 01:45:03-
01:46:12 of the film,
depicting that after
Aslan's death, Susan and
Lucy intend to tell the
others about this incident.
Lucy also asked the tree
to convey the message to
Peter. Later, the Naiads
come to Peter and
Edmund's camp and
deliver the message.
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9.

When the war started, Peter's army took various
methods to defeat the witch army. However,
various ways began to fall. The last method is
to lure the magician army into the gap that has
been prepared, and Peter's army will attack it all
out. Suddenly, Aslan arrives and brings
additional troops, and defeats the wizard army.

These pictures are found
at minutes 01:47:30-
02:03:51 in the film,
depicting how the war
that took place between
Aslan's army and the
wizard's army. In the first
picture (01:47:30-01-
52:32) is when an animal

looks at the number of
wizard troops and reports
to Peter. Then not for
long, the magician's army
began to attack and
finally the two armies
started to fight. After
that, in the second picture
(01:56:28-01:57:49) is

when Aslan's army
retreats from the battle
and is chased by an army
of mages. It turned out to
be a ploy so that Aslan's
troops waiting on the hill
could release arrows to
attack the wizard army.
In the third picture
(01:59:37-02:03:51) is

when Aslan's army gets
help and Aslan kills the
witch. Later, Edmund,
who is injured, is almost
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killed by the witch's maid
but is thwarted by Susan.
Edmund was treated by
Lucy using a healing
bottle from Santa Claus.
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Based on the data above, there are several plot additions made by the

filmmakers. The first addition that there is conversation at the station by Mrs.

Pevensie with her children. This plot was added after learning that they are not

safe at home due to the protracted war, their mother decides to send them to the

professor's house far away from the battlefield. This plot is included in the

exposition section of the plot.

Then a second addition, a conversation at Coombe station between Mrs.

Macready with Peter. This plot is added when they reach Coombe station, they

meet Mrs. Macready and Peter asked if he had picked them up. This plot is

included in the exposition section of the plot. Researchers see that there are new

characters that are introduced in the story.

Then the third addition was Susan blaming Peter for not listening to her

conversation. This plot is shown after Edmund escapes from the beaver house and

heads to the Queen's Palace. This plot is included in the raising action section of

the plot.

Furthermore, the addition of the fourth plot, Mr and Mrs Beaver's house is

under siege by a police force of witches. This plot is shown after Edmund leaks

the whereabouts of his brothers and sisters who are in the beaver residence. This

plot is included in the raising action section of the plot.

Furthermore, the fifth addition of the plot, they met with a fox. This plot is

presented after they see the condition of Mr. Beaver's friends and the fox helps
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them to escape from the witch police chase. This plot is included in the raising

action section of the plot.

In the sixth addition of the plot, they are surrounded by a troop of witches in a

frozen river that is starting to thaw. This plot was sparked after Peter, Susan, and

Lucy got gifts from Santa. After seeing that the river is about to melt Peter uses

the sword given by the saint to escape from the witch police. This plot is included

in the raising action section of the plot.

The seventh addition of the plot, Peter, Susan, Edmund, and Lucy who decide

to join the war against the witches. This plot is shown after Edmund is rescued

and tells his brothers and sisters the abilities of a wizard. This plot is included in

the raising action section of the plot.

The eighth addition of the plot, that there are trees giving Peter and Edmund

bad news. This plot is shown after Aslan's death on the stone table in the sacrifice

for Edmund's life. This plot is included in the raising action section of the plot.

The tenth addition of the plot, the battle chronology. This plot is shown after

seeing that wizards still want to wage war even though Aslan is dead. This plot is

included in the climax part of the plot. Thus, all additions to these plots were

made to complete plots that had previously been reduced. In addition, these

additions can be made as long as they are still relevant to the story as a whole.

2. Additions of the Characters from Novel to Film The Chronicles of Narnia:

The Lion, The Witch, and The Wardrobe

Additions of the characters can occur after the director has reduced the

character. This is because there are additional events carried out by the director in
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the process of making a film. In The Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, The Witch,

and The Wardrobe, there are several additional characters, along with their

descriptions.

Table 5 Addition of the Character from Novel to Film The
Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, The Witch, and The Wardrobe

No. Characters

Additions of the Characters from
Novel to Movie The Chronicles of
Narnia: The Lion, The Witch, and The
Wardrobe (The following data is part
of the character in the film but not
found in the novel.)

Picture

1. Fox

When he arrived at his friend Mr.
Beaver, they met a fox.

FOX: This is what happened to the
enemies of the White Witch.

Mr. BEAVER: Stand still there
traitor.

FOX: Relax, I'm one of the good guys

Mr. BEAVER: Well you look mighty
like one of the bad guys.

This picture appears
at minutes 00:58:50-
01:00:10 in the film,
this character
appears when the
humans and beavers
are trying to escape
from the witch
police. At that time,
he helped them
escape from the
witch police.

2. guards

After Edmund came to the witch
without his brothers and sisters, he
was put in prison. And when the
information was useless, the wizard
came to Edmund to ask where his
brothers and sisters were going. then
the wizard called the prison guards to
release the other prisoners to be
brought up.

WHITE WITCH: Guard!

This picture appears
at minutes 01:03:51-
01:04:45 in the film,
this character
appears when the
wizard meets
Edmund in prison.
Then, the witch
asked the guards to
release Mr. Tumnus
to be brought up.
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GUARD: Yes, your majesty

WHITE WITCH: Release the Faun
(Guard hits chains and Tumnus cries
out in pain as they drop him by the
Witch) Do you know why you are
here?

3. Oreius

Mr. BEAVER: He betrayed them
your Excellence!

OREIUS: Then he has betrayed us all

ASLAN: Peace Oreius.

This picture occurs
at minutes 01:20:30-
01:21:50 in the film,
this character is
shown when the
humans and beavers
have arrived at
Aslan's army camp.
The character has
the role of the
general of Aslan's
army.

4. Philip

The beavers come running up.
Edmund's horse rears

EDMUND: Whoa horsey!

HORSE: My name is Philip.

EDMUND: Oh, sorry

This picture appears
at minutes 01:31:20-
01:31:40 of the film,
this character is
shown as the horse
of Edmund's
character. when
Edmund was
practicing his sword
with Peter, suddenly
Mr. Beaver came
and startled the
horse.
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5. Mrs.
Pevensie

Mrs. PEVENSIE: Edmund Get Away
from there! What do you think you're
doing?! Peter!

PETER: (grabs Edmund) Come on!
To the shelter, now!

SUSAN: (grabs things from next to
her bed with a flashlight, notices Lucy
in bed) Lucy, come on! Lucy!

Pevensies are running to the shelter,
we hear them shouting, Hurry up! and
RUN!

This picture appears
at minute 00:02:09
in the film, this
character acts as the
mother of the main
characters, namely
Peter, Susan,
Edmund, and Lucy.
This character is
displayed when they
are trying to save
themselves from a
bomb that will be
dropped by the
enemy.

Based on the data above, the researcher can analyze that there are several

additional characters in the film. The first character addition is a fox. This

character is presented when they are out of the tunnel. Apart from that, this

character also helps them to escape from the witch police chase. This character is

included in the side character.

Then the addition of the second character prison guard. This character is

presented when a wizard approaches Edmund who is in prison. This character is

included in the additional characters.

Furthermore, the addition of the third character, Oreius. This character is

shown when Peter's group arrives at Aslan's troop encampment. This character

has the role of the general of Aslan's army. This character is included in the side

character.
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The addition of the forth character, Philip. This character appears when

Edmund is training with Peter. Apart from that, this character also acts as a horse

owned by Edmund. This character is included in the side character.

The addition of the last character Mrs. Pevevnsie. This character is only

shown at the beginning of the film when he is taking shelter with his children

from enemy attacks and when he is separated from his children at the station.

According to Eneste, this can happen because there are characters who are not

included in the film from the novel.

3. Additions of the Setting from Novel to Film The Chronicles of Narnia: The

Lion, The Witch, and The Wardrobe

Additions of the setting can be seen from the setting that was not originally in

the novel. Then, added by the director with the task of supporting an event. In the

film The Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, The Witch and The Wardrobe, several

backgrounds have been added, along with the evidence.

Table 6 Additions of the Setting from Novel to Film The Chronicles
of Narnia: The Lion, The Witch, and The Wardrobe

No.

Additions of the Setting from novel to
film The Chronicles of Narnia: The
Lion, The Witch, and The Wardrobe
(The following data is part of the
setting in the film but not found in the
novel.)

Picture
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1.
When there was an air attack, they left
their homes and headed for the shelter

that had been made before.

This picture is at 00:02:05 in
the film, this setting is shown
when the characters are trying
to get out of the house and take

shelter in the bunker.

2. They took cover in the shelter to avoid
air attacks from the enemy.

This picture is at minute
00:02:35 in the film, the setting
depicts when Peter, who had
saved Edmund, returned to the
house to take a photo of his

father. This setting functions as
a shelter from enemy air

attacks.

3.
After the attack, Mrs. Pevensie decided

to evacuate the children to the
professor's house by train

This picture appears at minute
00:03:00 in the film, this

setting depicts when the main
characters have to flee to a

house by train.
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4.
Peter, Susan, Edmund and Lucy were
waiting for an invitation from the
professor's house, Mrs. Macready.

This picture is at minute
00:07:10 in the film, this

setting depicts when the main
characters have arrived near the
professor's house. Then wait
for who will pick them up at

the station.

5.
They were looking for Edmund and
found that Edmund had entered the

wizard's castle.

This picture is at minute
00:51:00 in the film, this

setting depicts when Edmund
has run away to the wizard's
palace. His brothers and sisters
chased after him but were too
late to stop him, because
Edmund had entered the

wizard's castle.

6.
Edmund felt cheated by the witch by
putting him in prison and being made a

prisoner.

This picture is available at
01:01:17 minutes in the film,
this setting depicts when

Edmund is imprisoned by a
witch. Then, he realized that
Witch is an evil character.
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7.
Peter, Susan, Lucy and the beavers try
to cross the river to get to Aslan's troop

camp

This picture appears at minute
01:11:49 of the film, this

setting is shown when Peter,
Susan, Lucy, Mr. and Mrs.

Beaver wanted to cross a river
that was starting to melt.

8.
Lucy and Susan were playing by the
river, and suddenly the police found

them

This picture is found at minute
01:24:35 in the film, this

setting is shown when Susan
and Lucy are playing by the

river and having fun.

9.

After agreeing to join the war, they
began to practice with the tools given

by the saint.

This picture is found at minute
01:31:03 in the film, this

setting is displayed when the
main characters decide to join
the war against the witch. Then

they practice.

Based on the data above, there are several additional settings in the film. The

first addition of the Pevensie House setting. This setting was The addition when

there was an attack scene from the enemy during the world war.

The addition of the second setting shelter. This setting appears as the sanctuary

of the Pevensies. The addition of the setting for the three stations. This setting was
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presented after their mother decided to evacuate their children to the professor's

house far from the battlefield.

The addition of the fourth backdrop of Coombe Station. This setting emerged

after they were almost close to the professor's house and were picked up by Mrs.

Macready. The addition of the fifth setting in the Wizard's Castle area. This

setting was The addition, when they tried to catch Edmund who wanted to meet

the wizard.

The addition of the sixth setting of the wizard's dungeon. This setting appears

in the film when Edmund is locked up by a witch after informing him of the

whereabouts of his brothers and sisters. The addition of the seventh setting, frozen

rivers that are starting to thaw. This setting is presented when they are trying to

cross the river to meet Aslan.

The addition of the eighth setting, Susan and Lucy are playing by the river.

This setting is shown in the film when it encounters Aslan's army. But

unexpectedly, the wizzard police had also been stalking them. The addition of the

ninth setting, training field backdrop. This setting is shown in the film when Peter,

Susan, Edmund, and Lucy decide to help Aslan's army against the witch army.

The additions above can occur due to additions to the plot and also subtraction of

the setting made by the filmmaker.
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C. Variation

Variation is a combination of reduction and addition that occurs during the

filmmaking process. Eneste (1991) argues that “ecranization allows certain

variations between the novel and the film” (p.65). Variation means that there is

data between the novel and the film but differences in the delivery. In this case,

there is variation data found in plots, characters, and settings.

1. Variations of the Plots from Novel to Film The Chronicles of Narnia: The

Lion, The Witch, and The Wardrobe

The plot is the builder of the story. In the plot, there are several sections,

namely exposition, rising action, climax, falling action, and resolution. There are

several variations of the plots that occur in the novel and film The Chronicles of

Narnia: The Lion, The Witch, and The Wardrobe

Table 7 Variation of the Plots from Novel to Film The Chronicles of Narnia:
The Lion, The Witch, and The Wardrobe

No.

Variation of the Plots
from Novel to Film The
Chronicles of Narnia:
The Lion, The Witch,
and The Wardrobe

Novel Film

1.

The Professor's first
meeting with Peter,
Susan, Edmund, and

Lucy

The Professor once
met them to greet
them and frightened
Lucy because of his
stature. This is due
to the stature of the
professor who has
white, long hair that
almost covers his
entire face.

This picture is at minute
00:08:35 of the film.
When they arrived at the
professor's house, they
were immediately given
the house rules by the
professor's assistant,
namely Mrs. Macready
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2. Lucy's first trip into the
world of Narnia

When they were
exploring the room
in the house, they
found a cupboard in
a room. Peter,
Susan, and Edmund
were instantly
disinterested in the
room. However,
Lucy was curious
about the wardrobe.
Then, he opened the
cupboard, and
checked the
cupboard, without
realizing it he kept
going into the
cupboard until he
found a branch and
finally came out of
the trees, and he was
already in the narnia
world

This picture is at minute
00:10:06 of the film. They
were bored with the rain
outside and are playing
guess the meaning of
words. Lucy finally asked
to play hide and seek,
Peter as the oldest brother
had to agree and
immediately counted.
Susan, Edmund, and Lucy
were looking for their
respective hiding places.
Lucy tried various rooms,
until she arrived at a room
with a cupboard in it. He
also decided to hide there.
While in the cupboard, he
finds it strange that the
cupboard doesn't have an
end until he hits a branch,
and is surprised by how
much snow there is.

3.
Lucy's reaction when
she heard Narnia music
played by Mr. Tumnus

Lucy immediately
stopped the song
being played by Mr.
Tumnus and wanted
to return to his
world immediately,
because he felt he
had been in Narnia
for hours

This picture is at minute
00:22:03 of the film. Lucy
slowly drifted off to sleep
with the song being played
by Mr. Tumnus. A few
moments later he woke up
and immediately wanted
to go home.
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4.

The events of Lucy's
return from the World

of Narnia

Her siblings thought
Lucy was hiding
and said she would
have to take longer
to find her. Yet
according to Lucy,
he had been gone
for hours.

This picture is at minute
00:24:50 of the film. Lucy
immediately came out of
her cupboard, and shouted
that she was back. In fact,
the game is still running
even just star ted. This
made his brothers and
s i s te r s confused wi th
L u c y ' s a t t i t u d e .

5.
Edmund's first journey
into the World of

Narnia

While playing hide
and seek due to the
bad weather outside
the house, Lucy
tries to hide in the
cupboard to make
sure that what she
sees is not a
hallucination but
reality. Without
realizing it, Edmund
also followed
because he thought
it would be good to
taunt him even
more. But what
happened when
Edmund entered the
closet, he
immediately entered
the world of Narnia

This picture is at minute
00:28:12 of the film.
Edmund saw that Lucy
had woken up from her
sleep and was heading
towards the room where
there was a cupboard.
Edmund also decided to
follow him, with the
intention of pranking him.
When he got into his
cupboard, he didn't find
Lucy in it, he was shocked
and fell in a pile of snow,
the next thing he was in
the world of Narnia.
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6. Their journey into the
World of Narnia

Peter and Edmund
were looking
through soldier's
uniforms when
Lucy and Susan
called him out
because Mrs.
Macready is giving
a tour to visitors
looking at the
house. They also
looked for a hiding
place, which ended
up in a closet. They
feel Mrs. Macready
will not enter the
room. After they got
into the cupboard,
Susan was surprised
to find a tree branch
in the cupboard.
Then, the next thing
they were in the
World of Narnia

This picture is at minute
00:38:10 of the film. They
were playing cricket , the
ball that was hit by
Edmund went into the
house breaking the glass
of the house and
destroying the soldier's
uniform. When they heard
Mrs. Macready's voice,
they also looked for a
place to hide. The entire
room is locked except for
the room that has a
cupboard in it. they were
hiding in it. In a narrow
situation, Susan and Peter
accidentally fell and were
surprised by the snow and
tree branches around
them.
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7. Their journey to meet
Aslan to save Edmund

The snow stopped
and the moon shone
on their way. The
trip was led by Mr.
Beaver as a guide to
get past the dam and
into the forests

This picture is at minute
00:57:50 of the film. They
pass through a hidden
tunnel inside Mr & Mrs
Beaver's house. The tunnel
ends at the house of his
friend Mr. Beaver. This is
because the house has
been surrounded by the
witch police to arrest
Peter, Susan, and Lucy.

8. The witch faces
different problems

When the snow had
started to melt, the
Witch's sleigh ran
into an obstacle.
Edmund was also
told to help him,
even though he had
used various
methods, the witch's
sled still couldn't
move much. Finally
the witch decided to
walk and asked
Edmund to be tied
up.

This picture is at minute
01:17:26 of the film.
When the police find a fox
who has been
misinformed, he is
confronted by a witch.
Then, the witch asked
where the humans were
going. The fox also closed
his mouth and did not
speak. But when the fox
was about to be turned
into stone, Edmund leaked
Aslan's plan to the wizard.
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Based on the data above, there are several variations that occur from the novel

to the film. As Eneste said, that variation is a combination of subtractions and

additions that appear during filming. The first variation, Peter, Susan, Edmund

and Lucy meeting with the professor. In the novel the professor welcomes Peter,

Susan, Edmund, Lucy when they are at the professor's house. But in the film, the

plot is replaced by the rules mentioned by Mrs. Macready while they were in the

professor's house.

Then the second variation, Lucy's journey into the world of Narnia for the first

time. In the novel, the plot is when they are exploring every room in the house.

Then they found an old cupboard in one of the rooms, all disinterested except

Lucy. But in the film, the plot is replaced with them playing hide and seek, and

Lucy accidentally opens the door to a room that has a cupboard inside. Finally, he

intends to hide in the closet.

9. The Witch's arrival at
Aslan's troop camp

In the novel, after
the messenger says
that the wizard
wants to meet
Aslan, and there is
an agreement on the
safety of the Witch
by Aslan, the Witch
comes out of the hill
and walks down to
the camp to meet
Aslan

This picture is at minute
01:31:59 of the film. The
Witch immediately meets
Aslan at Aslan's troop
camp and he is transported
to his throne with his
bodyguard.
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Then the third variation, Lucy's reaction when she heard narnia music played

by Tumnus. In the novel, Lucy immediately stops the song and rushes to leave.

Meanwhile, in the film, Lucy falls asleep as soon as she hears the music.

The fourth variation, Lucy's return from the world of Narnia. In the novel, Peter,

Susan, and Edmund thought that Lucy was hiding in the cupboard. However, in

the film, the plot was replaced with Lucy coming out of her hiding place because

she thought she had been hiding for a very long time.

Then the fifth variation, Edmund's journey into the World of Narnia for the first

time. In the novel, they are playing hide and seek, Edmund sees Lucy heading to a

room where there is a magic cupboard and decides to follow her. While in the film,

the plot is replaced with Edmund who has seen Lucy from the bathroom waking

up from his sleep at night and going to the cupboard. Edmund also decided to

follow him.

Then the sixth variation, the journey of the four of them into the world of

Narnia. In the novels, Peter and Edmund are looking at and holding a soldier's

uniform when they hear Lucy and Susan calling them because Mrs. Macready

who was guiding the guests. Finally, they decided to hide in the cupboard.

Whereas in the film, the plot is replaced with them playing cricket in the garden of

the professor's house, the ball that Edmund hits breaks the window glass and

makes a statue fall. They also decided to hide, because there were no open rooms

they decided to hide in the cupboard.

The seventh variation, Peter, Susan, Lucy, Mr and Mrs Beaver's journey to

Aslan to save Edmund. In the novel, they pass through a dam and through a forest
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at the start of their journey. But in the film, the plot is replaced with them passing

through a hidden tunnel in Mr and Mrs Beaver's house to escape pursuit from the

witch police.

Next, the eighth variation, the magician who has a different problem. In the

novel, he has a problem with his sled which can't run anymore because the snow

has started to melt. Whereas in the film, the plot is replaced with a witch police

who bring a fox to a witch. This was because he had given the magician police the

wrong direction to catch the human children.

Finally, the ninth variation, the arrival of the wizard at Aslan's troop

encampment, in the novel, the wizard comes out of a hill and goes straight down

to face Aslan. However, in the film, the plot is replaced with a witch who is lifted

using a chair by the guard.

2. Variations of the Characters from Novel to Film The Chronicles of Narnia:

The Lion, The Witch, and The Wardrobe

Variation of the character is one part of the ecranization process. In addition,

this variation is also a combination of reduction and addition characters that occur

during the filming process. According to Eneste (1991) this variation can occur

due to differences in the tools used between the novel and the film. In addition,

films also have a very limited playing time (p.66). The following are variations of

characters from the novel to the film The Chronicles of Narnia:The Lion, The

Witch, and The Wardrobe.
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Table 8 Variation of the Character from Novel to Film The
Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, The Witch, and The Wardrobe

No.
Variation of the Character from Novel to Film The Chronicles of

Narnia: The Lion, The Witch, and The Wardrobe
Novel Film

1.

The depiction of the white
witch looks all white except
for her very red lips, has a
long golden staff, wears a
golden crown.

This picture is at minute 00:30:35 of
the film. In the film, his stature is very
white, even his scepter and crown are
white.

2.

The trait shown from the
novel is that it tends to be
more of a servant, and is
very much giving the wizard
advice on next steps.

This picture is at minute 01:17:10 of
the film. The nature shown is very
afraid and obedient to whatever the
witch says.

Based on the data above, there are two variations that occur in the novel into

the film. The first variation, the depiction of a witch. In the novel, the wizard is

described as having an all-white appearance except for his red lips, has a golden

staff, and wears a golden crown. Meanwhile, in the film, the depiction of this

character is replaced with an entirely white appearance, even the crown and

scepter are white.

Then in the second variation, the nature of the witch's helper. In the novels, this

wizard's helper often gives advice to the wizard regarding his next steps. Whereas
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in the film, this trait is replaced by being very obedient and not daring to express

opinions.

3. Variations of the Setting from Novel to Film The Chronicles of Narnia:

The Lion, The Witch, and The Wardrobe

Variations of the setting may occur during the filming process. As Eneste said,

this variation can occur in order to give the impression that the film based on the

novel is not as "original" as the novel (P.67). In the novel and film The Chronicles

of Narnia: The Lion, The Witch, and The Wardrobe, there are several setting

variations that occur, along with their descriptions.

Table 9 Variation of the Setting from Novel to Film The Chronicles of Narnia:
The Lion, The Witch, and The Wardrobe

No. Setting
Variation of the Setting from Novel to Film
The Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, The

Witch, and The Wardrobe
Place Time Novel Film

1. Professor's
room

After what
happened to
Lucy's
behavior
regarding the
World of
Narnia.

Peter and Susan will
tell the professor
what happened to
Lucy in the morning
with the hope that
the professor will
send a letter to his
father so he can do
something about
Lucy's behavior

This picture is at
minute 00:36:46 of the
film. That night, the
professor summons
Peter and Susan to ask
for an explanation for
disturbing the peace in
their house.
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2. Witch
Palace

When they
tried to catch
up with their
brother,
Edmund
before he got
inside Witch
Palace

The depiction of the
Palace in the novel
looks very small

This picture is at
minute 00:51:00 of the
film. In the film, the
image of the witch's
castle is very big and
bright

3.

The
difference
in resting
places
Peter,
Susan,
Lucy, Mr
& Mrs
Beaver

After they
managed to
escape from
the witch
police chase.

When they were
getting tired on the
way, Mr. Beaver
suddenly disappears,
into a small hole.
Because it is so
small, this hole is
increasingly
obscured by the
surroundings.

This picture is at
minute 01:00:29 of the
film. Peter, Susan,
Lucy, and Mr&Mrs
Beaver rested in a
clearing and lit a
bonfire to warm
themselves. They took
a break after the witch
police were tricked by
a fox

Based on the data above, there are three variations that occur from the novel to

the film. The first variation is the time in the professor's office. In the novel, Peter

and Susan decide to tell Lucy about what happened the next day, and intend to

send a letter to her father asking her to do something about it. Meanwhile, in the

film, the time of events changes, the professor calls Peter and Susan that night

after Lucy runs out sadly and collides with the professor.
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Then there is the second variation, the depiction of the witch's castle. In the

novel, the wizard's castle is described as a small palace. But in the film, the

depiction of this palace is replaced with a view of a large and magnificent palace.

The final variation, the difference in where Peter, Susan, Lucy, Mr and Mrs

Beaver rest. In the novel, they rest in a small hole. Whereas in the film, the resting

place is replaced by them resting in a field.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

In this chapter, the researcher concludes the results of his research, namely the

ecranization of The Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, The Witch, and The

Wardrobe. In addition to conclude what has been found, the researcher also

provides suggestions to the readers.

A. Conclusion

Based on the analysis that was carried out in the previous chapter, the

researcher concluded that there was a process of ecranization from the novel to a

film that has the same title, namely, The Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, The

Witch, and The Wardrobe. This process of ecranization consists of reducing,

adding, and varying the narrative structures that have been analyzed. The narrative

structures that are analyzed are plot, character, setting, and narrator.

The reduction from novel to film occurs in only three structural parts. In the

plot section, an example is when the characters Peter and Mr. Beaver caught fish

for their dinner. In addition there are also other reductions such as parties being

stopped by wizards. Then the reduction in characters, for example in the

characters Ivy, Margaret, and Betty who are assistants at the professor's house

apart from Mrs. Macready. Furthermore, reducing in the setting, for example in

the pool owned by Mr. Beaver and also where the parties are held by the animals.

This reduction can occur due to a variety of different factors.
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Then, in the addition section, three sections of the narrative structure are found.

In the plot section, for example when Mrs. The Pevensies sent their children to a

house owned by a professor to keep them away from the war. Besides that, there

are other plots, when they meet Mrs. Macready at Coombe Station. Then the

addition of characters, for example, is Oreius who acts as the general of Aslan's

army and also Mrs. Pevensie as the mother of Peter, Susan, Edmund and Lucy.

Additions to the setting, for example the house owned by the Pevensies.

Additionally, another setting addition is the Station where they part ways with

their mother. Of course, this addition is due to the downsizing made by the

director in the process of making a film.

Furthermore, in the variation section, three sections of narrative structure are

found. In the plot section, there are variations when Lucy makes her first trip to

the World of Narnia. Besides that there are other variations, when Mr. Tumnus

plays a narnia song, and Lucy's reaction to it. Furthermore, in the characters, there

are variations in the depiction of witches and the nature of the wizard's helpers.

Then in the setting, there are variations on the resting place on the characters Peter,

Susan, Lucy Mr and Mrs Beaver. Also another variation on the setting is the

depiction of a castle owned by a wizard. This variation can occur due to several

factors. Thus, there is an ecranization of the novel and film The Chronicle of

Narnia: The Lion, The Witch, and The Wardrobe through narrative structure.

However, unfortunately one part of the narrative structure, namely the narrator, is

not found in the three parts of the ecranization.
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B. Suggestions

Based on the conclusions drawn by the researcher above. The researcher

suggests to the readers that this research can be used by future researchers to

develop knowledge of ecranization theory. In addition, the novel and film The

Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, The Witch and The Wardrobe still have an

interesting research side to study. This is because, there are still many research

aspects that are still not revealed. Thus, the researcher hopes that future

researchers will examine from different aspects using the same research object.
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